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Preface

Testing has steadily become more and more important within the devel-
opment of software and systems, motivating an increasing amount of research
aimed at trying to solve both new challenges imposed by the advancement in
various areas of computer science and long-standing problems. Testing has
evolved during the last decades from an ad-hoc and under-exposed area of
systems development to an important and active research area.

The 23rd International Conference on Testing Software and Systems
(ICTSS) involved the merger of two traditional and important events which
have served the testing community as an important venue for discussing
advancements in the area. Those events, namely, TestCom (the IFIP TC
6/WG 6.1 International Conference on Testing of Communicating Systems),
and FATES (International Workshop on Formal Approaches to Testing of
Software), together form a large event on testing, validation, and specifi-
cation of software and systems. They have a long history. TestCom is an
IFIP-sponsored series of international conferences, previously also called In-
ternational Workshop on Protocol Test Systems (IWPTS) or International
Workshop on Testing of Communicating Systems (IWTCS). It is devoted to
testing of communicating systems, including testing of communication pro-
tocols, services, distributed platforms, and middleware. The previous events
were held in Vancouver, Canada (1988); Berlin, Germany (1989); McLean,
USA (1990); Leidschendam, The Netherlands (1991); Montreal, Canada
(1992); Pau, France (1993); Tokyo, Japan (1994); Evry, France (1995); Darm-
stadt, Germany (1996); Cheju Island, South Korea (1997); Tomsk, Russia
(1998); Budapest, Hungary (1999); Ottawa, Canada (2000); Berlin, Ger-
many (2002); Sophia Antipolis, France (2003); Oxford, UK (2004); Montreal,
Canada (2005); and New York, USA (2006). Fates Formal Approaches to
Testing of Software is a series of workshops devoted to the use of formal
methods in software testing. Previous events were held in Aalborg, Denmark
(2001); Brno, Czech Republic (2002); Montreal, Canada (2003); Linz, Aus-
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Abstract. This paper addresses the problem of the choice of a coverage

measure for hybrid automata. We propose a parametric measure inspired

by the notion of operational profile that allows the tester to specify his

testing objectives as a required, locally defined ’density’ of test cases. The

characteristics of our measure and the operational profiles are motivated

by the testing context of Home Automation Systems. We compare this

measure with related work and show that it yields improvements over

several existing measures in our context.

Keywords: Coverage criterion, stopping criterion, hybrid system, con-

formance testing, operational profile.

1 Introduction

For many years home automation has been associated with the control of home

equipments, such as curtains, blinds and lights. This remains a strong trend in

the industry but new goals are emerging now such as leisure and home comfort

[9], intrusion detection, elderly people assisted living, and energy saving. The

presented work deals with this last issue.

Energy saving is usually considered from two complementary points of view.

The first one is user- and home-centered, and contributions originate from vari-

ous domains such as service-oriented computing [11], sensors networks [13] and

artificial intelligence [1]. The problem here is to minimize costs and maximize

comfort for the home inhabitants.

The second point of view the one of the so-called smart grids. The problem

here is to make the electricity distribution networks more “intelligent”. Sensors

inserted at different points in the distribution network will provide information

used by automated systems to adjust the production and the consumption, to

avoid peaks and blackouts.

Recent work by Abras and Ha [1,5] as well as ongoing industrial projects [3]

aim at designing home systems in charge of scheduling services at home to fit

the needs of both actors. This kind of system therefore includes a planing or

scheduling logic to decide when the services are to be started, and the services

in turn drive the home equipments to achieve their functionality.



In our work we address the problem of validating such systems, focusing on
conformance (i.e. the equipments and services perform only allowed operations)
and accuracy (i.e. the system provides a high quality of service, measured by
some user satisfaction function). We aim at providing a black-box, offline testing
approach to achieve this, allowing the tester to specify test objectives to steer
the process to the critical parts of the input space. This paper focuses on the
choice of a suited coverage measure.

2 Testing I/O Hybrid automata

2.1 Hybrid automata

Hybrid automata are a widely used specification formalism for systems that use
and produce both continuous signals and discrete events, and are therefore well
fitted to our needs. We therefore use this formalism (and more particularly the
one proposed by Lynch et al. [8]) to represent the safety properties of equipments
and services, using an internal discrete variable to represent their different, finite
modes of operation (which we call locations) as discussed in [8].

2.2 Validation approaches for hybrid systems

Model checking approaches A first approach to the validation of hybrid
systems is model checking. Julius et al. [6] and Lerda et al. [7] proposed such
contributions. Their idea is to check the conformance of the system’s evolution
from sampled initial states, and then compute a safe neighborhood around them
in which every state is proven to follow the same transitions. The initial state
space is therefore covered by a set of such equivalent neighborhoods. These
approaches however require some hypothesis (e.g. continuity of the evolution of
the real-valued variables and uniqueness of the specified behavior) which are not
compatible with our problem.

Testing approaches Two approaches by Dang and Nahhal [2] and Esposito
et al. [4] use variants of the Rapidly Exploring Random Tree (RRT) algorithm
to explore the state space of a hybrid system by growing trees of visited test
cases. Once again the proposed approaches are not always applicable to our work
(because of the determinism hypothesis mentioned above), but the proposed
coverage measures can be computed, and are therefore potential candidates for
our work.

A star discrepancy and δ-coverage-based approach Dang and Nahhal
[2] use a coverage measure based on the notion of discrepancy and similarity
to guide the test generation and stop it. The star discrepancy [10] is used to
characterize the disparity of the reached states T and sample goals to explore
the state space. The authors report that this measure is only meaningful when



comparing two point sets of same cardinality however and cannot be used as a

stopping criterion.

Another measure called δ-coverage is therefore introduced and used to decide

when the process stops making progress, and switch to another generation mode,

better exploring the already visited states. Let a point set R be a δ-cover (this

notion is introduced in [2], inspired by a star discrepancy estimation algorithm

proposed in [12]), the δ-coverage is defined as the sum of δ and the disparity

between R and T . This measure unfortunately possesses negative characteristics

such as anisotropy: the δ-coverage measure gives indeed an implicit different

importance to different regions of the state space, due to the definition of the

underlying δ-cover. For example, consider the two point clouds in figure 1 : one

is the image of the other by a central symmetry. However the left point set is a

9/25− cover and the right one a 21/25− cover (This value can range across the

interval [0, 1]).

The left cloud is a δ-cover iff δ � 9/25.
The left cloud is a δ-cover iff δ � 21/25.

Fig. 1. Non-uniformity of the δ-cover

Although it possesses several advantages to guide the generation process,

it is therefore not suited for use as a termination criteria nor to support an

operational profile.

A nearest neighbor-based approach Esposito et al. [4] use a reference grid

of points of the state space of step δ, and compute their mean coverage by the

tested (visited) states. This coverage for an individual point x is given by

c(x) =
min(dx, δ)

δ

This is the distance of a grid point to the nearest visited state, bounded by

the grid spacing and normalized. The coverage for the entire state space is the

mean coverage of the grid points. This measure is uniform and monotonic. This

measure also allow to compute coverage locally, at the scale of a grid point or a

part of the state space, which allows to gather coverage information about zones

of particular interest.

It was not however considered by Dang et al. [2], who claim that it is not well

suited for test generation unlike the δ-coverage, and cannot be used to handle the



controllability problem. We also note that the chosen statistical indicator (the
arithmetic mean) does not convey meaningful information about the covered
subparts of the state space or the regularity of the cover. Finally, an uniform
spaced grid is not a good choice to include an operational profile specifying the
importance of the different parts of the state space.

3 A new coverage measure proposal

3.1 Reference example

We will use as reference example an electric heating equipment whose specifi-
cation is composed of a single automaton, presented in fig.2. According to this
specification, the heater outputs no actions and accepts two input actions, on
and off , to resume or interrupt the heating activity. It has three continuous in-
put variables (the actual room temperature Ta, the desired temperature Td and
the electrical maximum power it is allowed to consume Pma) and one output
variable (The thermal power supplied to the room Pout). Its behavior is similar
to the one of a hysterisis comparator : it supplies as much power as possible
when (Td − Ta) > � and stops heating when (Td − Ta � −�), � ∈ R+.

Fig. 2. An example specification for a heater

The testing strategy for this equipment is to test every input variables com-
bination in each state, with the following informal directives (we define a tested
input as a valuation of the variables V of the automata projected on the input
space U and the additional variable location) :

– In the general case, the tested inputs should present an approximately uni-
form density of at least 1◦C−1 for the variables Td and Ta, and 0.01W−1 for
Pma.

– This required minimal density value is divided by 5 in the subset of the
possible input states set such that location = switched off



– In the two remaining locations, the minimum density outside the staying

condition is null (because this space is unspecified). Inside the staying loca-

tion, the desired density of test case for variable Td is doubled if Ta is in the

interval [15◦C, 25◦C].

3.2 Approach overview

As we are interested in measuring input space coverage we will consider the

measures introduced in [4] and [2] restricted to input variables, thus they can be

compared with our proposal.

Our notion of density is not compatible with the measure discussed in [4]. As

the reference grid in this approach is regular it is not possible to specify different

coverage density requirements for the visited inputs, which does not allow to

express operational profiles with this measure. The δ-coverage defined in [2]

however is compatible with the notion of operational profile, as it is possible with

a few modifications3 to turn an arbitrary reference set into a δ-cover. Thus one

could use a reference set some ideal tested inputs distribution. We do not retain

this solution however because as we wrote before, the value of the delta-coverage

has little concrete meaning and it is therefore difficult to define a meaningful

stopping criterion or quality assessment using it.

Our idea is to define a measure that combines the ability of the δ-cover to

integrate an operational profile with the meaningful coverage value of a nearest

neighbor-based measure. We present in the next section a formal proposal for

this, based on weight functions to define operational profiles and a local coverage

for a point in the input space, and an aggregation function to build a global

coverage from local coverage.

3.3 Proposal formalisation

Weighted distance A weight function ρ for a given location is a defined from

U to Rdim U . It induces a weighted distance defined as follows :

Definition 1 (Weighted distance) Let ρ be the weight function associated to
location q and (x, y) ∈ U×U . Let ρ(x) = (w1 . . . ws), x = (x1 . . . xs) and y =

(y1 . . . ys) (with s = dim U). Then the weighted distance dρ(x, y) is defined as

dρ(x, y) = �((y1 − x1) ∗ 2w1, . . . , (ys − xs) ∗ 2ws)�∞

This distance is not a norm as it is not symmetric (dρ(x, y) = dρ(y, x) iff

ρ(x) = ρ(y)), but it is still usable to compute a bounded nearest neighbor dis-

tance as in [4]. The reason why we defined a weight function per location is

that if these locations were defined during the specification process according to

the actual different modes of operation of the modeled artifact or process, the

coverage measure can in turn be tuned for each of these modes, thus enabling

the tester to apply relevant operational profiles.

3 The input space needs to be a product of intervals, and there must exist one point
at the origin and one point at the “opposite corner” of the state space



Operational profile We define an operational profile OPA for an automaton

A containing a location variable q as an application defined from V al(q) to the

space of weight functions defined over UA. This can be thought of as a required

density of test cases, specified for each location of the automaton.

Coverage We define the notion of coverage for states, set of states, and a whole

automaton :

Definition 2 (Local coverage) The local coverage of the state x in location l

with respect to the operational profile p and the tested inputs set T is defined as

lcovp(l, x) = mint∈T,t↓q=l(dp(l)(x, t), 1)

This function expresses “how far” from a given point in the input space is

the nearest state visited by the test, with respect to the required density of

test cases. The testing goals at the considered point are met according to this

measure iff the coverage is strictly less than 1, and not met otherwise. We then

define a global coverage measure for a subpart of the input space and the whole

automaton, which we do by aggregating the local measure :

Definition 3 (Set coverage) The set coverage of the set S ⊂ UA in location l

with respect to the operational profile p is defined as follows. µ(x) is a notation
used to represent the measure (i.e. volume, element count ...) of a set x:

scovp(l, S) =
µ{s ∈ S, lcovp(l, s) < 1}

µ(S)

Definition 4 (Automaton coverage) The automaton coverage with respect
to the operational profile p is defined as follows :

cov(A) = maxl∈V al(q){scovp(l, UA)}

3.4 Application to our example

Our operational profile proposal is designed to handle the test case distribution

requirements that can be expressed in a density-like manner. In particular, if

we define a density of test case as the inverse of the local maximum distance

from one point to its nearest neighbor in the tested states space, the informal

requirements of our example can be embedded in the operation profile op defined

in fig. 3 with op(switched off) = ρ1, op(heating) = ρ2, op(standby) = ρ3.

For example, when the equipment is in the switched off state, the associate

weight function is constant with the value (0.2, 0.2, 0.002). This means that if we

assume that the tested states set, restricted to states with location switched off

and projected on (Td, Ta, Pma), is a regular grid then the following proposition

holds : the automaton coverage is strictly less than 1 iff the grid step is strictly

less than 5 in the first two dimensions and 500 in the last one. Similar proposi-

tions can be formulated for the other locations standby and heating ; the weight



Fig. 3. An informal operational profile for the example presented in fig. 2

functions are not constant then however, due to the non-uniform coverage re-

quirements.

This is an illustration of the two qualities we claimed for our measure :

the ability to specify fine-grained test case distribution requirements, and an

insurance on the respect of these requirements over the whole input space if the

measured coverage is strictly less than 1.

4 Conclusion & perspectives

In this paper we presented a new validation problem concerning home automa-

tion systems. We showed that it raised a set of original questions related to the

validation of systems specified by general hybrid automata. We proposed a new

coverage measure adapted from existing work to suit the needs of such test spec-

ifications and showed that it is well fitted to the testing approach we are going

to develop.

The modifications we proposed to the original measures allow us in particular

to specify operational profiles, useful to steer the test generation process towards

the most important parts of the input space and provide either an evidence of

its success or clues on which parts of the space could not be reached. In the

latter case, this allows the tester or the test case generation algorithm to try a

different strategy or mark this zone as unreachable if this is relevant, so that it

does not intervenes in subsequent coverage computations. Using this measure,

we will build a testing approach for individual hybrid automata. We will then

find out how this method can be extended to the testing of networks of hybrid

automata. One particularly interesting challenge will be the simulation of the

environment and to find a way to use it to generate likely test cases.
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Abstract. This paper proposes a formal specification-based approach
for passive interoperability testing. Given the specifications of two proto-
col implementations and an interoperability test purpose, a passive test
case can be derived by a partial asynchronous interaction calculation
of the three inputs. In addition, a trace analysis algorithm is proposed,
which checks the recorded execution traces against the passive test case
and verifies the interoperability between the implementations under test.
Keywords: Interoperability Testing, Passive Testing, IOLTS Model

1 Introduction

The purpose of interoperability testing [1] (iop for short in the sequel) is to ensure that
interconnected protocol implementations communicate correctly while providing the
expected services. To perform interoperability testing, conventional approaches rely on
the active testing method [1, 4], which aims at stimulating the network components
and observing their reactions to make a diagnosis. However, current trend in protocol
implementations deployment is to shorten time-to-market and to test their interoper-
ability in operational environment. In this sense, active testing is not a suitable method
as stimuli disturb inevitably the normal operation of the network components. To cope
with the drawbacks of active testing, passive testing has been studied [7–9] for the
verification of network components by only observing their external behavior. This pa-
per, arguing for the passive testing technique, proposes a specification-based approach
for passive interoperability testing. The approach involves in calculating the partial
asynchronous interaction of protocol implementations’ specifications w.r.t an iop test
purpose in the first place. Then, the relevant observable events w.r.t the test purpose
are extracted adequately to derive a passive iop test case. To evaluate the interoperabil-
ity of the network components under test, a trace analysis algorithm is proposed. The
approach has been successfully performed on a Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) case
study, where non-interoperability behavior of two SIP implementations is detected.

2 Preliminaries

Passive Interoperability Testing Architecture The interoperability architecture
considered in this paper (cf. Fig.1) involves a Test System (TS) and a System Un-
der Test (SUT) composed of two Implementations Under Test (IUT) from different

� This work has been partly supported by the DGA/CELAR under the contract N◦=
0642214
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product lines. The test of interoperability between the IUTs relies on only observing

the external behavior of IUTs (black box context). No test message is injected. Points

of observation (PO) are installed at different interfaces to capture messages: Upper

Points of Observation (UPO) collect the messages sent by the IUTs to their upper

layer through their Upper Interface (UI). Lower Points of Observation (LPO) collect

the messages exchanged between peer IUTs through their Lower Interface (LI) . In this

paper, we consider that the interaction between two IUTs is asynchronous, as messages

may be exchanged by traversing several protocol layers on networks. Consequently, the

communication between two IUTs are modeled as two reliable FIFO queues [3], one

for each direction.

Fig. 1. Passive interoperability testing architecture

Passive Interoperability Criterion In passive iop testing, two IUTs are considered

interoperable iff after a trace of their interaction, all outputs observed are foreseen in

the corresponding interaction of their specifications.

Formal Model The formal model used in this paper is the IOLTS (Input-Output

Labeled Transition System) model [3], which allows distinguishing input, output and

internal events while indicating the interface specified for each event.

Formally, an IOLTS is a tuple M = (Q
M

, Σ
M

, ∆
M

, q
M
0 ) where: Q

M
is the set of

states of M , q
M
0 its initial state. Σ

M
is the set of observable events at the interfaces

of M . Σ
M

can be partitioned to differentiate upper interfaces events (Σ
M
U ), lower

interfaces events (Σ
M
L ), input events (Σ

MI

) and output events (Σ
MO

). ∆
M

is the

transition relation.

In IOLTS model, p?a (resp. p!a) stands for an input (resp. output) a at interface

p. Besides, Out(q) (resp.In(q)) is the set of possible outputs (resp. inputs) at state q.

3 Passive Interoperability Testing Approach

The outlines of the passive interoperability testing approach are illustrated in Fig.2.

The starting point is the interoperability test case (ITC) generation algorithm. The

inputs of the algorithm are the specifications (S1 and S2) on which the IUTs are based,
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and an iop test purpose (ITP) which describes an important property to be tested. The

ITC is built by carrying out partial asynchronous interaction calculation of S1 and S2

on the fly with the ITP, so that different ways of specifications’s interaction to reach

the ITP are obtained. Then, a passive iop test case (PITC) is derived by extracting

adequately the relevant observable events w.r.t the ITP. Once the trace recording

finishes, the verification of the ITP on the trace is performed and a verdict Pass, Fail
or Inconclusive, is emitted accordingly.

Fig. 2. Passive interoperability testing approach

3.1 Passive Interoperability Test Case Derivation

Interoperability Test Purpose In this paper, we use iop test purposes (ITP)

to generate interoperability test cases. An ITP is in general an incomplete sequence

of actions representing a critical property to be verified [2]. Formally, an ITP is a

deterministic complete acyclic IOLTS: ITP = (QITP , ΣITP
,�ITP

, qITP
0 ) where: ΣITP

⊆ΣS1∪ΣS2 . QITP
is the set of states. An ITP has two sets of trap states AcceptITP

and

RefuseITP
. The states in AcceptITP

correspond to the desired behavior to be observed

and are associated with attribute Accept . The states in RefuseITP
stand for authorized

behavior (possible options) in specifications rather than the test purpose to be verified,

and are associated with attribute Refuse. States in AcceptITP
and RefuseITP

are

only directly reachable by the observation of the outputs produced by the IUTs. This

is because in black box testing, the verification of IUTs’ behavior is based on outputs.

In fact, the test system can know if a message has been sent to an IUT, but not whether

this IUT has actually processed the message. Moreover, ITP is complete, which means

that each state allows all actions. This is done by inserting “∗” label at each state of the

ITP, where “∗” is an abbreviation for the complement set of all other events specified

in q.

Interoperability Test Case In this paper, the iop test case ITC corresponds to

the partial asynchronous interaction S1�AS2 w.r.t the ITP. i.e., ITC calculates the

different ways of specifications’ interactions that allow reaching the ITP. Formally,

ITC =(QITC , ΣITC
, �ITC

, qITC
0 ) where: ΣITC ⊆ ΣS1∪ΣS2 . QITC

is the set of the

states. Each state in ITC is a composite state (qS1 , qS2 , qITP
, f1, f2) where qS1 ∈

QS1 , qS2 ∈ QS2 , qITP ∈ QITP
, f1 (resp.f2) represents the input queue of S1 (resp.S2).

qITC
0 =(qS1

0 , qS2
0 ,qITP

0 ,ε,ε) is the initial state of ITC, where qS1
0 , qS2

0 ,qITP
0 are the initial

states of S1, S2 and ITP respectively. ε denotes an empty input queue. AcceptITC
and

RefuseITC
are two sets of trap states in ITC , where AcceptITC

= QITC∩(QS1×QS2×
AcceptITP

), RefuseITC
= QITC∩(QS1 ×QS2 ×RefuseITP

).

The set of transitions �ITC
is obtained in the following way: Let qITC

=(qS1 , qS2 ,

qITP
, f1, f2) be a state in ITC, and a be a possible event at state qS1 or qS2 or qITP

. A

new transition (qITC , a, pITC
) ∈ �ITC

is created according to the following conditions:
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(i) If ITP is in neither Accept nor Refuse state, check the asynchronous interaction
operation rules below. If one rule is executable, a new transition in ITC labeled by a is
created according to the rule. (ii) If ITP is in Accept or Refuse state, no new transition
in created. i.e., Accept and Refuse inhibit unnecessary global behavior calculation.

Asynchronous interaction operation rules

Rule1 If a is an upper interface event of Si (i,={1,2}), a new transition in ITC labeled
by a is created. Upper interface events do not influence the communication channels
of the IUTs

(1.1) If a ∈ ΣS1
U , (qS1 , a, pS1) ∈ �S1 ,(qITP , a, pITP ) ∈ �ITP =⇒(qITC , a, pITC) ∈

�ITC where pITC = (pS1 , qS2 ,pITP ,f1,f2).
(1.2) If a ∈ ΣS2

U , (qS2 , a, pS2) ∈ �S2 ,(qITP , a, pITP ) ∈ �ITP =⇒ (qITC , a, pITC) ∈
�ITC where pITC = (qS1 , pS2 ,pITP ,f1,f2).

Rule2 If a is a lower interface output of Si, a new transition in ITC labeled by a is
created. a is put into the tail of the input queue of Sj (i,j={1,2}, i �=j).

(2.1) a ∈ Σ
SO
1

L , (qS1 , a, pS1) ∈ �S1 , (qITP , a, pITP ) ∈ �ITP =⇒(qITC , a, pITC) ∈
�ITC where pITC =(pS1 , qS2 , pITP , f1, f

�
2) with f �

2 = f2.a.

(2.2) a ∈ Σ
SO
2

L , (qS2 , a, pS2) ∈ �S2 , (qITP , a, pITP ) ∈ �ITP =⇒ (qITC , a, pITC) ∈
�ITC where pITC =(qS1 , pS2 , pITP , f �

1, f2) with f �
1 = f1.a.

Rule3 If a is the lower interface input of Si, and a is the first element in the input
queue of Si, a new transition in ITC labeled by a is created:

(3.1) a ∈ Σ
SI
1

L , a ∈ head(f1), (qS1 , a, pS1) ∈ �S1 , (qITP , a, pITP ) ∈ �ITP =⇒
(qITC , a, pITC) ∈ �ITCwhere pITC =(pS1 , qS2 , pITP ,f �

1, f2) with f1 = a.f �
1.

(3.2) a ∈ Σ
SI
2

L , a ∈ head(f2), (qS2 , a, pS2) ∈ �S1 , (qITP , a, pITP ) ∈ �ITP =⇒
(qITC , a, pITC) ∈ �ITC where pITC =(qS1 , pS2 , pITP ,f1, f

�
2) with f2 = a.f �

2.

ITC Construction The algorithm of the ITC construction is depth-first traversal:
From the initial state qITC

0 =(qS1
0 , qS2

0 ,qITP
0 ,ε,ε), at each step we check if a transition

could be created according to the asynchronous interaction operation rules until no
more state can be explored. Three cases are possible:

1. At state q , only one rule can be applied: The corresponding rule is applied to
generate a new transition in ITC.

2. At state q , several rules can be applied. q is then called a branching state and
stored in a stack. Then we choose one of the applicable rules to carry out ITC
construction until no more rules can be applied. i.e., Accept or Refuse attribute is
reached. Then we backtrack to state q and choose another possible rule to continue
ITC construction. If all possible rules at state q have been applied, q is removed
from the stack.

3. At state q , no rule can be applied. Then we check if the stack that stores branching
states is empty. If it is not empty, we takes the state stored in the top position of
the stack and continue ITC construction. If the stack is empty, i.e., no more state
can be explored, the algorithm stops.

In this way, an ITC can be built recursively from its initial state qITC
0 . The attributes

Accept or Refuse allow computing only the necessary part of the global behavior of the
specifications w.r.t the ITP. Indeed, Accept means the interaction of the specifications
has reached the ITP, while Refuse means the interaction of the specifications will
not lead to the Accept state of the ITP. Therefore it is no need to continue further
calculation.
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Passive Interoperability Test Case Derivation Indeed, the obtained ITC is an
acyclic graph that exhibits the different ways of S1�AS2 to reach the ITP. The ITC
can be divided into a preamble and the testbody. The preamble involves the states and
transitions that begin from qITC

0 and (not including) the first state from which the
ITP leaves its initial state. The rest is the testbody, representing the relevant events
to the ITP. The derivation of the passive iop test case (PITC) involves in applying
the following operations to extract a sub-graph of the ITC: (i) Only the testbody is
preserved. In fact, the preamble is usually used in active testing to put the SUT into a
desired state to begin the verification of the testbody. However passive testing is based
only on observation. Consequently, the preamble is not needed. i.e., PITC only keeps
the events that are relevant to the ITP and should be performed by the IUTs. (ii)
Only observable events in ITC are preserved. In black box testing, an input of IUT is
in fact an internal event that cannot be directly observed.

All the events that need to be removed in ITC are replaced by an action τ . The
other events in ITC are extracted by applying τ - reduction [5], which hides τ in the
ITC followed by determinization to get a deterministic PITC.

An Example of PITC Derivation Fig.3 illustrates an example of a partial sim-
plified Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [6]: S1 and S2 represent respectively a SIP
Call Management Client (CMC) and a SIP Call Management Server (CMS). They
describe the basic behavior of CMC and CMS: Initially, if the CMC user decides to
initiate a connection, the CMC will transmit an Invite request message (L1!Invite).
After the reception of the Invite request, CMS can either accept (U2?Accept) or refuse
(U2?Decline) the connection. CMC user can hang up at any time (U1?hangup). If
the user decides to hang up before the connection is established, the CMC will cancel
the Invite request (L1!Cancel). If the user decides to hang up after the connection is
established (L1!Ack is sent), the CMC needs to issue a Bye request toward the CMS
(L1!Bye).

Fig. 3. Simplified SIP CMC and CMS specifications
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Fig. 4-a illustrates the ITP, which aims at testing the hand-shake property of SIP

connection establishment: After that CMC sends out an Invite request, after a number

of interactions, CMC sends ACK to indicate that the handshake is done and a call

is going to be setup. Meanwhile, the possibility that CMC cancels the Invite request

(L1!Cancel) or CMS refuses the connection (L2!Decline) may exist but they do not

belong to the test objective. Thus they are associated with Refuse attribute. Fig. 4-b

illustrates the constructed ITC : The interaction of S1 and S2 to reach the ITP is

calculated. Then, by reducing the state-space of ITC and determinization, the PITC

is obtained and illustrated in Fig. 4-c.

Fig. 4. An example of PITC derivation

3.2 Trace Analysis

The derived passive iop test case PITC represents the expected behavior of the IUTs

w.r.t the ITP. Contrary to active testing, where test case is run on IUTs, the PITC is

only used to analyze the observed trace (messages produced by the IUTs). The correct

behavior of IUTs implies that the trace should exhibit the events described in the PITC.

However, in passive testing, the test system has no knowledge of the state where the

SUT can be in w.r.t the PITC at the beginning of the trace. Therefore passive testing

trace analysis is not merely comparing each event in the trace with the PITC from

its initial state. In order to realize the trace analysis, we propose an algorithm, which

aims at reading all branches in the PITC graph in parallel and checking whether the

recorded trace σ encompasses at least one branch in PITC which is decorated with the

Accept attribute. i.e., to check whether the corresponding ITP is reached.

Let us consider the PITC graph. Its initial state qPITC
0 may contain several tran-

sitions to other states. We call States under reading the set of states in PITC under
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reading. Initially, States under reading contains only the initial state qPITC
0 . Then, for

each event a taken in order from σ, we check whether a can be accepted by the states

in States under reading . If it is the case, these states are replaced by the destination

states led by a. The states that can not be brought to other states in PITC by a are

deleted for coherence reason. i.e., these states can not be taken into account in the next

step. Because it is possible, but not consistent, to have a transition from these states

labeled by a’ (the next element to a in the trace). The algorithm is written formally

below:

• Accept reached : Boolean. Accept reached = True means that the trace encom-

passes a branch which is associated with Accept attribute in the PITC graph.

• Refuse reached : Boolean. Refuse reached = True means that the trace encom-

passes a branch which is associated with Refuse attribute in the PITC graph.

• pick (σ): Take the first element from trace σ. i.e. σ=a.σ’, pick(σ) = a, σ = σ’.

Algorithm 1: Trace verification
Input: Trace σ, PITC
Output: Accept reached, Refuse reached

Initialization: States under reading = q
P IT C
0 , Accept reached = False,

Refuse reached = False ;
while σ �= ∅ and not Accept reached do

pick (σ) ;
forall the state q in States under reading do

if a ∈ Out(qP IT C
0 ) then

add (States under reading , p) where (qP IT C
0 , a, p) ∈�P IT C

end

if a ∈ Out(q) and q �= q
P IT C
0 then

q = p where (q, a, p)∈�P IT C ;
else remove (States under reading,q)

end

if q has Accept attribute then

Accept reached = True, Return Accept reached ;
end

if q has Refuse attribute then

Refuse reached = True, Return Refuse reached ;
end

end

end

Discussion on Passive Interoperability Verdict According to the values Ac-
cept reached and Refuse reached returned by the trace analysis algorithm, a verdict

is emitted: (i) If Accept reached=True, the verdict is Pass as the ITP is satisfied.
(ii) If Accept reached �=True ∧ Refuse reached=True, the verdict is Inconclusive as

the behavior of IUTs is correct, however does not allow reaching the ITP. (iii) If Ac-
cept reached �=True and Refuse reached �= True, i.e., the behavior of IUTs does not

match any branch in the PITC, a Fail verdict is emitted. However, in passive test-

ing, Fail verdict merely means that the ITP is not reached. This is because in passive

testing, it is impossible for the test system to control/configure the SUT. Moreover, as

passive testing is often done in operational environment, delay and packet loss may take

place. Besides, recorded traces may not be long enough to encompass the whole PITC.

Therefore, a Fail verdict in passive iop testing must be treated carefully. Nevertheless,

different reasons that may lead to Fail , i.e., incompleteness of trace, a time-out or a

badly formatted packet can help the tester making a diagnose if there is an abnormality

in the IUTs.
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4 Experimental Results

The proposed algorithms have been implemented and performed on a real case study
to test the interoperability between two Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [6] imple-
mentations. To carry out the experiments, 6 SIP phones such as Ekiga1, Jitsi2, and
SIPInside3 have been installed. To observe the traces, a Wireshark sniffer is used. 100
traces were collected, filtered and stored in pcap files4 to be analyzed. The traces in-
volve different lengths (from 10 seconds to 5 minutes) and all pair wise combinations
of SIP phones.

We have chosen 3 ITPs concerning the basic functionalities of SIP. In the case of
two IUTs from the same company, almost all traces have obtained the Pass verdicts. A
dozen of Inconclusive verdicts were caused by the short length of the traces or Refuse
attribute in the PITC. However, during the communication of two IUTs from different
companies (Ekiga and Jtisi), the none-interoperability behavior was detected: After
the establishment of media session, Jtisi sends Bye request, instead of an Ack Bye,
Ekiga Siphone replies 481 Call/Leg Transition does not exist . The session termination
was not successfully performed. A Fail verdict is emitted.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposes an approach for passive interoperability testing. Given the speci-
fications of the implementations under test and an iop test purpose, a passive iop test
case is derived. Also, a trace analysis algorithm was proposed to check the recorded
trace of the implementations’ interaction against the passive iop test case. The method
was implemented and carried out on a SIP case study, where the non-interoperability
behavior of two SIP implementations was detected. Future work will consider extending
this method to multi-components interoperability testing.
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